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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone.My name is Gabrielle Stannus. I am a Landscape Designer, Horticulturist & Freelance Writer. Together with my partner Ludovic, we run our own design business ‘Inwardout Studio’ in Tasmania.Some of you may already be familiar with my regular contributions to Greenife Industry Australia’s National Nursery News. I also write the Interior Plantscaping section of Hort Journal Australia and sit on the board of the Interior Plantscape Association (IPA).And it is on behalf of IPA that I am speaking to you today.I have come here today to throw out a challenge to the Greenlife Industry.How do we make Work Plants the new House Plants?  (Logos: Interior Plantscape Association, University of Technology Sydney)



(Image: Instagram)
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What do I mean by making Work Plants the new House Plants?Well the popularity of House Plants online is continuing to grow.As you can see here on Instagram, hearly 4.5 million posts have been made using the hashtag #plantsofinstagram.A further 800,000 plus posts have been made using the hashtag @houseplantsofinstagram(Image: Instagram)
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LinkPrograms including Plant Life Balance use these social media platforms to communicate the health and wellbeing benefits that indoor plants can provide in the home. Plant Life Balance’s Trend Report: 2020 Plant Predictions shows that there is growing demand for indoor plants in Australia:18% of Australians have bought a trailing plant in the last year (page 6)38% of Australians have bought a small tropical plant, like a peace lily, in the past year (page 8)Reference: Plant Life Balance 2020, Trend Report: 2020 Plant PredictionsHow do we ensure that similar outcomes are achieved in the workplace, where many of us spend a great deal of our time?(Image: Plant Life Balance)



(Image: LinkedIn)
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So how is this translating into the workspace?Looking at another social medium, this time LinkedIn, we see that …. Oh dear … only one person is following the #plantsoflinkedin hashtag.Doesn’t quite have the same reach as #plantsofinstagram really, does it?But we know there are indoor plants in all sorts of workplaces. How do we get people as excited about what I call their “Work Plants” as they are about so-called House Plants?We, that is interior plantscapers, need your help to develop related products and services in order to better realise the benefits that indoor plants CAN provide in workplaces.(Image: LinkedIn)



Overview

1.Who we are
2.The benefits that Work  
Plant can provide
3.What Work Plants need to 
thrive
4.How you can help us to 
realise the benefits of Work 
Plants

(Image: Ambius Australia)
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ObjectivesIdentify the key health and wellbeing benefits provided by greenlife in workspaces Understand some of the key issues affecting the growth of the interior plantscaping industry Interpret these issues into opportunities for greenlife businesses to capitalise on the continued demand for indoor plants and associated supplies StructureWho we are The benefits that Work Plants can provideWhat Work Plants need to thriveHow you can help us to realise the benefits of Work Plants StimulationGrowers: Understand the plant needs of interior plantscapersRetailers: Educate and promote those clients seeking House Plants as to the potential to do similar in their workplacesLandscapers: Think about how you can ‘landscape’ differently, i.e. indoorsAllied professionals: Help develop more suitable products(Image: Ambius Australia)Zamioculcus zamiifolia Zanzibar gem ZZ plant



Who are we?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://thegreenmandiary.blogspot.com/2010/03/when-why-what-how.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Plants and Environmental 
Quality Research Group

Dr Fraser Torpy Dr Peter Irga

(Images: UTS)

Director of the Plants and Environmental Quality 
Research Group in the Faculty of Science

Post Doctoral Research Associate in the School of 
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to acknowledge the work of my co-authors, Dr Fraser Torpy and Dr Peter Irga from the University of Technology SydneyTheir research into the indoor air quality and other health and well-being benefits that indoor plants can provide underpins this presentation.Dr Irga is a Post Doctoral Research Associate in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering.Dr Torpy is the Director of the Plants and Environmental Quality Research Group in the Faculty of Science. This group is one of the world’s leading air phytoremediation groups. Their focus is on empirical, industry-linked research to develop plant-based systems to mitigate one of the greatest emerging problems faced by populations across the world — poor urban air quality.(Images & logo: University of Technology Sydney)�
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The National Interior Plantscape Association (NIPA) is an independent, not-for-profit association, funded solely by members situated across Australia and New Zealand.  IPA was founded in 1982 by a small group of Indoor Plant Hirers in Victoria and Queensland. Both groups decided to work together and lobby the Government to resolve a problem – a 1% stamp tax on all hire industries. IPA members design, install and maintain greenlife displays that bring measurable business benefits to the productivity of their clients’ organisation, including government departments, corporate companies, schools, hospitals, hospitality, commercial and retail clients.When I refer to workplaces, I refer to all these different settings and not only offices.They include allied professionals who supply goods and services to the industry such as planters, plants and more. IPA delivers its own high-quality accreditation program in Australia and New Zealand to raise the professional standards across industry and recognises the importance of continued professional development. Accreditation is only available to members. The information I am presenting today represents feedback from various industry members, as well as the research of Drs Torpy and Irga and their colleagues.(Image: Interior Plantscape Association) 



Why focus on 
Work Plants?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://thegreenmandiary.blogspot.com/2010/03/when-why-what-how.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


(Image: UTS)
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We spend a lot of time indoors and not only at home!The human environment is the indoor environment. Therefore indoor environmental quality (IEQ) is crucial to our health and wellbeing 86% of your time every day is spent indoors.(Image: Inwardout Studio, kindly reproduced with permission from University of Technology Sydney)



More time spent at work
(Image: Wikipedia Commons)
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As far as workplace environments are concerned, more and more people are staying back doing overtime (paid or not), which puts the onus on the employer to provide an indoor environment that does not pose an ongoing risk for the occupants.(Image: Wikipedia Commons)



(Image: UTS)

Sources of indoor air pollution
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Presentation Notes
Urban air can be heavily polluted…Oxides - CO2, CO, NOx, SOxAir toxics - Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), e.g. BTEX, PAHsBTEX = ???? Look on internetPoly Aromatic HydrocarbonsParticulatesOzoneWrite names in full on slide sheet 2-3 million deaths per annum worldwide (WHO)1,400 - 2000 deaths per annum in Sydney (NSW Department of Health)$12 billion per annum in health costs to Australia (CSIRO 1998) Indoor air is always more polluted, even in the CBDOften 2-10 times higherAir conditioning filters do trap some particulates, e.g. coarse particles, fungal spores, but anything gaseous passes through 



A good space for decision-making?
(Image: Wikipedia Commons)
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More pollutants are added to indoor air from indoor sources.For example, VOCs are emitted from plastics, synthetics, solvents, computers, copiers, etcPaintsEpoxy floor coveringsFurnishingsFloor coveringsPadding in padded chairsFibreboard or MDF More CO2 from us breathing (+ gas appliances)



Is your workplace ‘sick’?
(Image: Wikipedia Commons)
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If we just take the case of VOCs as an example …VOCs even at imperceptible levels cause:Loss of concentration HeadachesEye, nose, throat problems Australian Indoor Air Standard under review - was TVOC max. 500 ppbEU is considering a lower level - susceptible people can react ~ 200 ppb High CO2 (>800 ppm)Loss of concentrationDrowsiness These are the main causes of 'Sick Building Syndrome'  Sick Building Syndrome is not caused by mould but by poor air quality



(Image: UTS)
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How do plants remove these pollutants?NOxAct as plant nutrients, the plants deal with them through their own metabolic system SOxAct as plant nutrients, the plants deal with them through their own metabolic system O3Way plants reduce this is by almost sacrificing themselves. Still damaged but being structurally simpler organisms, the plants tend to recover more easily than we do ParticulatesBy having a complex three dimensional structure, plants produce a large still air zone around the plant, which causes particulates to drop out of the air VOCsNormal root-zone bacteria are the main removal agentsThe plant contributes by nourishing the root-zone bacteriaThus any indoor plant species is likely to effectively reduce VOCsThe VOCs are used directly as carbon sources by microorganisms. CO NoiseSimilarly with noise, because of the complex three dimensional structure, plants tend to act as a buffer



Mould? 
(Image: Clair Hurford)
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Some people are concerned that indoor plant may have a negative impact on human health by contributing to high indoor mould spore levels. Concerns that green walls may actually increase airborne mould spore loads indoors have not been borne out in UTS’ Breathing Wall research. This is potentially good news for interior plantscapers installing them in medical or educational facilities. Dr Peter Irga found that the Breathing Wall made no significant contribution to the density or diversity of airborne culturable fungi in a test room. Few organisms of concern to public health were identified. Dr Irga concluded that well-maintained green walls are unlikely to make hazardous contributions to indoor fungi. However, further work to document the bio-aerosol generation rate with variations in temperature, airflow, plant varieties, planting densities, maintenance schedule, plant age, plant growth substrates and substrate moisture content is needed.The University of Technology Sydney tested this as part of an office study, finding that any increase in mould spore numbers associated with indoor plants is trivial compared to normal air.They also found that mould species distribution was not changed by plants.However, both Dr Irga and Dr Torpy do suggest that if you are extremely immune-compromised, to not overplant with indoor plants.(Image: Clair Hurford)Blood pressure testing facility in Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore



Health and 
wellbeing

• Reduced work 
leave absences

• Raised work 
performance and 
satisfaction

• Restored attention 
spans

• Lifted mood states
(Image: Ambius Australia)
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If we only look at it from a perspective of employers and employees … but there is so much more! Indoor plants may also bring about other health and wellbeing benefits including:Reduced work and school sick leave absencesStaff at work with views had fewer illnesses and had fewer headaches than those withoutRaised work performance and satisfactionRestored attention spansImproved tertiary and school performance Higher scores on spelling and math tests)Lifted mood statesReduced perceptions of painLowered blood pressureReduced need for painkillersPrisoners with a view of the rural landscape had much better behaviour and much less need for painkillers than those who did not have views in their cellsEarlier release from hospitalPatients in hospital that had a view over planted areas got out nearly two days ahead of those without (gall bladder surgery)Environmental psychology evidence indicates that nearby plants, even if we do not notice them, provide a 'healing environment', momentarily giving:Feeling of 'awayness’Being part of a larger whole’Feeling of comfortProvide instant relief from 'attention fatigue’ and a resetting of our 'calm button’(Image: Ambius Australia)



1. View
2. Shelter

3. Sounds

4. Water

A biophilic response

(Image: Natuurlijk werkt )
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 Environmental psychologists and evolutionary biologists agree that the sense that 'living green is the place to be' is hard-wired into us from our savannah (parkland) eco-history  We need nearby living greenery for optimum wellbeing as it helps to provoke a biophilic responses as follows: People love the view. We can see danger and prey coming.People like shelter. We feel safe in caves where we are sheltered weather influences and enemies.People are focused on natural sounds: water, birds. But danger also often comes through sound.Rippling water gives us a sense of safety, water is essential for survival. Reference/sBrowning, WD, Ryan, CO & Clancy, JO 2014, 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design, Terrapin Bright Green LLC / New York(Image: Natuurlijk werkt – What is Biophilia)



What do Work 
Plants need in 
return?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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In return for providing these services, plants need to be given a little TLC themselves.

http://thegreenmandiary.blogspot.com/2010/03/when-why-what-how.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Tender loving care!

(Image: UTS)
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Now most of you in the room know that in order to thrive, plants need the right sort of light In particular, the correct wavelength and intensity of light to photosynthesise effectively. So that is why interior plantscapers generally select rainforest plants who are used to dealing with similar light levels. Plants also need appropriate water and nutrients. Being indoors, plants cannot access these themselves so who can help them do that?



The right 
people!

(Image: IPA)
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It takes more than just a few plants in pots to achieve these effects!In order to provide these benefits, plants need to be cared for and maintained AND look good!Work Plants will only provide these benefits if they are designed, installed and maintained correctly.This is where the role of professional interior plantscapers becomes critical.Be maintainedNow this is the big one here! And one obviously IPA members are very concerned about. If plants are not maintained, then they will not provide the health and wellbeing benefits outlined earlier.  The most important piece of a healthy plantscape is an on-going care program.   Plants need regular watering, pruning, fertilization, pest inspection and so much more.   IPA members tell potential clients not to invest in plants in their space unless they are willing to have an on-going service contract. Most workplaces are busy. Whilst some people may be happy to maintain their own personal plant on their desk, it is highly unlikely that they will volunteer to look after an interior plantscape.



How can you 
help us realise 
the benefits of 
Work Plants?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND
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Interior plantscapers need your help to develop appropriate products and services to help them do their job more effectively so that indoor plants can:Improve indoor air qualityReduce work leave absencesRaise work performance and satisfactionRestore attention spansLift mood statesNow I would like to talk a little about some of the trends that are happening in this space so as to give you some inspiration for the development of new greenlife products and services.Whilst I do that, I will also talk about some of the challenges that interior plantscapers are currently experiencing as this may help to inform the development of new products and/or services.

http://thegreenmandiary.blogspot.com/2010/03/when-why-what-how.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Plant 
varieties

(Image: FNGLA)
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(Image: Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscapers Association)Aglaonema 'SRA'



‘Boho’

(Image: Plantasia)
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There is a growing demand for plants in the workplace, both indoors and outdoors, both here and abroad Boho StyleIn the USA, interior plantscapers there tell me that the Boho look is popular in the home. As you may be aware, this is a more stylized version of the 1970 plant design, withmore hanging and wall-mounted plants.The Living RoomSimilarly in Europe, interior plantscapers there say that they are also increasingly see the living room in offices (lots of plants, small and large, standing and hanging) and of course the living wall’s. Plants growing in a more “wild” way, taking on their natural form and growth tendencies. (Image: Plantasia)



Palazzo Verde

(Image: Melbourne Interntaional Flower & Garden Show)
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Some people may want the lush jungle look at home and are happy to have a little foliage overhanging an armchair or entrance. Who can blame them? Popular plants in this type of look include like dwarf Dracaena Janet Craig, and the new “neon” plant varieties are very different and consequently very popular. Again the old favourites have made a real come back,The Fiddle Leaf fig (Ficus lyrata) is in huge demand here in Australia and USA, nurseries just can’t keep up with production. (Image: Melbourne International Flower & Garden Show)The Palazzo Verde by Leaf & Bear



Compact

(Image: FNGLA)
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At the recent Tropical Plant International Expo in Florida this January, there was a huge diversity of foliage and other indoor plants on display.Their form and habit all responding to current demand for more House Plants. I will take you through a few of these now …Ficus lyrata Fiddle-Leaf Fig (Railroad Nursery)Fiddle-leaf Figs are one of the most popular tropical plants today This selection was grown by Railroad Nursery features one of the most upright habit we have seen. It has the typical leaf size and color but as you can see in this photo, leaves point upward and reportedly maintain a very upright stature. Judges recognized it to be a more “polite” selection of this customer favorite.Just like we are growing more compact forms of popular plants for increasingly smaller gardens, so too the trend here for similar indoors.Not surprisingly dwarf varieties are also in demand.(Image: Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscape Association)Ficus lyrata Fiddle-Leaf Fig (Railroad Nursery)



Variegated

(Image: Stuart Swaddling/PlantRoute)
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Many interior plantscapers would like to see new plant varieties developed with bold foliage colours.   Not surprisingly, growers in the USA are responding to this demand, with many variegated varieties on display at the Tropical Plant International Expo recently.These varieties include:Sansevieria 'Whale Fin' Snake Plant (Aroid Greenhouses)Zamioculcas variegated ZZ Plant (Aroid Greenhouses)Dracaena 'Harvest Moon' (Capri Farms)Aglaonema 'SRA'(Costa Farms)Zamioculcas zamiifolia 'Nova Star' ZZ Plant (Deroose Plants)Alocasia odora ‘Variegata’ (Excelsa Gardens)Codiaeum variegatum 'Thai Dye' Series Croton (ForemostCo)In this photo you can see a variegated Fatsia ‘Spider’s Web’.(Image: Stuart Swaddling/PlantRoute)Variegated Fatsia ‘Spider’s Web’



White?

(Image: FNGLA)
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People want unusual plants, plants that they see on Pinterest, and variegated plantsWhat do you think about the variegation on this ZZ Plant?Image: (Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscapers Association)Zamioculcas variegated ZZ Plant (Aroid Greenhouses)  



Succulent

(Image: Tropical Plant Rentals)
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Succulents are in!Succulents and cactus, particularly in mixed arrangements, are becoming more popular in the industry.Sansevieria which interior plantscapers tell me only a decade ago you could not sell into a commercial job in Australia is now very popular with many contracts specifying them. (Image: Tropical Plant Rentals)An eclectic display for Perpetual’s staff Christmas Party at Mrs Macquarie’s Chair in Sydney  



Flowering

(Image: Stuart Swaddling/PlantRoute)
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The industry is seeing the call for more flowering colour to be used, Moth Orchids in particular but Bromeliads and Anthuriums are all specified more frequently in contracts. (Image: Stuart Swaddling/PlantRoute)Colourful anthuriums on display at the Tropical Plant International Expo in January 2020



Grow your 
own?

(Image: Tropical Plant Rentals)
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Interior plantscapers want more advanced plants in higher volumes!Our interior plantscapers are reporting difficulties sourcing enough plants, especially mature plants 350mm and above.These are especially in demand for events, which many interior plantscapers are hired to ‘green’.Some say that the demand created by the Millennials is impacting our industry with many of the smaller size plants being consumed by them and not grown on to larger sizes by the production nurseries. Numbers of 300-400 are particularly hard to find.Some interior plantscapers say they are spending hours spent searching for plants, be it through phone calls or online searches.Others are setting up their own production nurseries to overcome this challenge, or they are ‘hoarding’, i.e. warehousing plants. But what if the plants are there and they just can’t be found? How can we better utilise existing technology to connect growers with interior plantscapers?(Image: Tropical Plant Rentals)



Planters

(Image: FNGLA)
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(Image: FNGLA)



Earthen 
basics

(Image: Plant Life Balance)
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Earthen basicsA preference for hand-crafted and locally made natural products, coupled with an increasing interest in sustainability, is being reflected in the design and style of Australian homes.In 2020, interior decorating inspiration will come from handmade clays in all of their organic-form glory, natural linens that become gentle and soft with time, and honeyed timbers that open indoor spaces.Reference: Plant Life Balance reportI feel planters made from natural materials and having organic shapes have been a big trend lately. I am thinking about making my own ceramic planters as it’s hard to find the ones I am looking for. I am seeing less perfectly manicured trees etc.(Image: Plant Life Balance)



Kokedamas

(Image: FNGLA)
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Kokedamas (Kazumi Garden)We have seen kokedama-like products before, made from a number of products and methods, but Kazumi Garden has brought the authentic Japanese methods to the USA. Kokedama is a Japanese technique that means ball of moss. Kokedamas are potless and the moss holds the humidity longer than a pot. Inside of the moss is soil, Japanese substrates and organic vitamins. In addition, judges were attracted to the creative color twine Kazumi Garden is adding to their Kokedamas. They come in a number of sizes, colors and plant types.(Image: FNGLA)



Funky styles

(Image: FNGLA)
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Young Millennials mainly buying for apartment living. They are purchasing small plants, 200mm or less in size.They are willing to spend the extra dollars and tend to use high end planters with hanging planters becoming very popular.Even Macramé have made a comeback!(Image: FNGLA)



Wanted!

• Cooler shapes
• Natural materials
• Watertight
• Sub-irrigated

(Image: Inwardout Studio)
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Kokedamas and hanging planters may be on trend and look great. However, lots of small pots is not going to cut it. This might be attractive and cute. However, it is not sustainable unless the plants are watered daily.  This style of interior design is not practical in the workplace where interior plantscapers only service on a two week cycle at best. Interior plantscapers want jobs that use sensibly large pots holding a reservoir of water to last until the next service visit.Remembering that quite a lot of plants are needed.  It is the bugs on the roots that clean the air so a healthy root system is required.   This requires sub-irrigation to keep the roots in good condition and let them breath allowing the air to circulate through the holes in the bottom of the pot up through the top.Well set up growing systems, i.e. water reservoir or grow pot large enough to sustain plants between maintenance visits so that they have what they need to thrive. Ensuring we can access them to maintain them!Not be too heavy! Concrete is beautiful but … However, we also want planters that people ‘like’ Practical and functionalThe plants and containers have to suit the space but be practical as well.  They should compliment the space in colour and style.  And be able to be moved around easily  More innovationCooler shapes Natural materials WatertightSub-irrigated Interior plantscapers are requesting planters to be more innovative; with cooler shapes made from natural materials that are watertight. Decorative containers, here there have been many advances made in design, one outstanding feature would be the range of planters that are tall and designed to lift the plants of the floor level, again this enables more workers in the office to see the plants. There is a trend towards colourful planters, bright “in your face colours” are really popular although basic white is still the most popular colour by far.  Note well, Tambour Planters are very popular (for Interior Designers and Architects) but not liked by our industry.  In saying that the Interior Plantscape Industry copes quite well by using a couple of low water plants (Eg Zanzibar Gem and Mother-in-law Tongues).  If the Tambour Planters had an inspection hole, we could use other species of plan as we can control the water. (Image: Inwardout Studio)Zoie Anouk planter with Guzmania bromeliad



Green walls

(Image: Growing Green)



Moss walls

(Image: Growing Green)
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Moss walls continue to be a hot trend here and overseas.They generally use sheet moss, poll moss and reindeer moss, and may combine other natural elements such as wood and stone panels.  Reindeer moss can be fun because it can be dyed a variety of colors. Moss walls use dried coloured moss and look very nice. These type of walls look nice and  may provoke a biophilic response from the inhabitants of a workplace.However, they do nothing for the environment or air quality.If we want to improve indoor air quality then the answer is …. (link to next slide)



Plants

(Image: Ambius Australia)
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To improve indoor air quality, the University of Technology Sydney says ‘More plants!!! The more plants the better, so delivering a range of products that allow for the maximisation of plant density is preferable: green wallsPlants could be “tweaked” to develop more aesthetically pleasing varieties that can perform well at even lower light levels, creating even more breath-taking green walls!(Image: Ambius Australia)Vertikal Built in Green wall



Epiphytic or 
lithophytic 
plants

(Image: © Patrick Blanc)
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Evergreen understorey foliage plants from tropical or subtropical areas are generally used indoors given their ability to tolerate shade and to respond to light when available (Giorgioni 2012). In Australia, epiphytes, lithophytes, hemicryptophytes, ferns, grasses, ornamental perennials and herbs are commonly grown in indoor green walls (Loh 2008). Epiphytic or lithophytic species are favoured given their ability to grow in little or no substrate, situations akin to a vertical garden, the latter able to grow on bare stone or rock, and the former growing on other plants.Some plant examples commonly used in green walls …Aeschynanthus longicaulis: Epiphytic perennial herbAnthurium ‘Dakota: Epiphytic perennial herbChirita sinensis: Perennial herb, occasionally lithophyticHumata tyermanii: Epiphytic or lithophytic fernPeperomia enervis: Epiphytic or lithophytic succulent herbPhilodendron ‘Super Atom’: Arborescent, scrambling terrestrial or hemiepiphytePhilodendron scandens: Root-climbing hemi-epiphytePyrrosia lingua: Mostly epiphytic, occasionally lithophytic fernSpathiphyllum ‘Petite’: Epiphytic12 perennial herb(Image: © Patrick Blanc)Aeschynanthus longicaulisReferencesGiorgioni, ME 2012, 'Effects of alternating light intensity on CO2 assimilation of Ficus elastic and dieffenbachia picta plants, grown for indoor landscaping', Acta horticulturae, Oct 2012, iss. 956, pp. 239-246Loh, S 2008, 'Living Walls - A Way to Green the Built Environment', BEDP Environment Design Guide, Australian Institute of Architects, 1(TEC 26), pp. 1-7



Breathable

(Image: UTS/Junglefy)
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“The cheapest system is a simple set up of climbing plants at the base of the wall with planter boxes (using a) supporting structure for climbing plants to move up. While these systems are easy and cheap to install, and require the least technical skill, they have a high failure rate and the plant choice is limited.Panel and felt green walls are more expensive than planter box systems due to materials, design complexity, and ongoing maintenance requirements. Felt-based systems may be less sustainable than panels as they need to be replaced more frequently, are difficult to recycle, and potentially provide less air quality and energy saving than trellis and modular panel systems1. Modular panel-based systems usually have the most substrate depth, and thus have a larger capacity to improve air quality, attenuate noise, thermal insulation properties, use less irrigation water and have the most longevity’.Larger, commercial, vertical garden systems are predominantly evolving towards hydroponic systems. These soil-less systems employ inorganic growing media such as foam that do not rot, decompose, slump or sour, over time. Recent work conducted by Dr Fraser Torpy and the University of Technology Sydney’s (UTS) Plants Environmental Quality Research Group has shown that air exposure to the plant root-soil zone can be increased by using “active” green walls such as Junglefy’s Breathing Wall (BW) system. The BW uses a small fan to pump indoor air through the plants and their growth media. The fan system accelerates VOC diffusion into the substrate, where bacteria break them down as a food source. The BW also has the advantage over conventional filters in that its soil bacteria can break down any biodegradable parts of the trapped particles, including most of the dangerous chemicals associated with SBS. Dr Torpy’s team have found that the BW now outperforms the most common air conditioning system filters in removing PM as it is almost impossible to clog up, given its potting medium’s thickness, and the bacteria in it that break down organic materials.(Image: UTS/Junglefy)Breathable Wall



Mobile

(Image: Les Jardins de Gally)
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Mobile green walls, like this from Les Jardins de Gally in France (insert text) For those of you making furniture, build more partitions, dividers, Changing workspaces, co-working spaces, provides flexibility in how a room is configured(Image: Les Jardins de Gally)Le Mur Vegetal - Mobile



Substrates

(Image: © Ambius Australia)
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(Image: UTS)
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Probably the least sexy aspect of this topic. However, a good quality substrate (without fungus gnats) is critical to ensuring that root zone bacteria can do their work.The substrate in these so-called phytosystems need to be capable of supporting both plant health and removing air contaminants as polluted air passes through them and their associated microbial community.  While the potting mixes in which indoor potted-plants are commonly grown are primarily designed to provide moisture and nutrients to the roots of growing plants, an additional and independent set of attributes influence the performance of the substrate in air pollutant removal.  In such systems, favourable substrate attributes include:High water holding capacityHigh porosity and large specific surface areaLess tendency for compaction and slumping INORGANIC / FOAM / INNOCULATELightnessLow costAppropriate adsorbing capacities for all target pollutants Also, Nutrient concentration and balancepHProperties that facilitate bacterial attachmentLife time costs Disposal are also important considerations in practical medium selection While these same requirements remain relevant for botanical biofiltration systems, the packing material must also be capable of supporting strong and sustained plant growth, and limiting the production of potentially harmful bioaerosols, such as mould spores, into the indoor air.



Pest & disease 
control

(Image: © Denis Crawford)
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(Image: © Denis Crawford)Mealybug



Pests

•Fungus gnats
•Scale
•Mites
•Mealy Bugs

(Image: © Denis Crawford)
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Pests on indoor plants can lead to declining plant health and poor visual amenity.Common pests found in interior plantscapes include:Fungus gnatsScaleMitesMealy BugsAdult fungus gnats are a source of contention and frustration in homes and offices, where they appear as tiny winged annoying insects. They also do damage to indoor plants in their larval stages by feeding on plant roots.  Mealy bugs, mites and scale are sap feeding pests that cause yellowing and distorted leaves and poor plant health.  Mealy bugs promote sooty mould. Twospotted mites, aka red spider mite (Tetranychus urticae) create webbing between leaves resulting in unsightly plants with dead leave. Scales, especially soft scales (Coccidae) cause wilting tips, honeydew, and therefore also promote sooty mould.(Image: © Denis Crawford)Fungus gnat



Disease

•Sooty mould
•Mildews
•Leaf spots
•Botrytis 
•Root rots

(Image: © Denis Crawford)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly, diseases can affect indoor plants and adversely affect plant health, creating a visual problem as plants decline.  Common diseases found on indoor plants include:Sooty mouldMildewsLeaf spotsBotrytis Root rots(Image: © Denis Crawford)Mealybugs on leaf infected with sooty mould



Monitor & 
maintain

(Image: Instyle Plants)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interior plantscapers regularly monitor and maintain to reduce the incidence of pest and disease:Removing dead & diseased foliageNot watering over foliage (to help keep foliage dry)Keeping potting mix moisture at the correct level for that particular plantsFeeding plants regularly to ensure they are as healthy and robust as possible Positioning plants in their preferred level of sunlight and airflowHealthy plants are more able to defend themselves against pest and disease attack. In interiors where conditions are not managed properly, plants are more prone to attack because they are stressed.Otherwise, the look of plants may be ruined and people and businesses dissuaded from including plants in their indoor spaces. Sometimes it is necessary to resort to other means of pest and disease control.Human health is a real issue in enclosed spaces such as offices. We go on about the health benefits of indoor plants so why spoil it with chemicals?(Image: Instyle Plants)Chris early on in his career; maintaining Spathiphyllum sp. in the internal garden at the Burns Centre, Canberra in 2004



Chemical 
control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some interior plantscapers still like to use controls such as Confidor to control sucking insects such as mealybugs and scale. They argue that the use of this particular control in an indoor setting poses little risk to bees given most indoor plants are grown for foliage, not flowers and bees are rarely found inside. Confidor contains the active ingredient Imidacloprid. This is a systemic and long-lasting nicotine-based insecticide. Bunnings, Mitre 10, Coles and Woolworths are phasing out sales of Confidor, which you are no doubt aware of. Imidacloprid is not banned. People can still buy it under other names.  And some interior plantscapers argue that it is safe to use it as there are not many bees indoors. Other treatments to control these pests are not perhaps as effective given the application rate does not match up with the frequency of service visits. As an industry we want to be doing the ‘right thing’. There are other more ‘friendly’ controls available on the market, yet these too need improvement.If we are trying to improve indoor air quality through the use of plants, then using chemical controls kinds of defeats the purpose. Also, they may kill beneficial insects.Manufacturers: Look at developing soil applications of pesticides and fungicides to potentially improve the way in which plants are managed indoors.



Chemical-free 
controls
• Soap-based
• Oil-based
• Neem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some great chemical-free pest and disease controls on the market. Applying soap-based products, e.g.  Natrasoap, can be an effective control against many insects. However, these type of products must be applied regularly, every 7 days or so.  Oil-based sprays such as Pest Oil smother sap suckers. However, many of these sprays are petroleum-based, a non-renewable source. Is it possible to develop plant-based oil sprays rather than mineral ones? Neem-based sprays such as Azamax control sucking and chewing insects such as mites, mealybugs and fungus gnats in soil, as well as sooty mould. The market for these sprays is still new and emerging. Some neem-based products are not registered. What is the stability and efficacy of Neem-based products?  NB. Both oil-based and Neem-based spray are not systemic!With servicing schedules of 14, 21 and 28 day cycles, the use of chemical-free controls may not work for many interior plantscapers. Further research into insect and disease control in the workplace environment is needed, that is control without nasty chemicals.(Image: Organic Crop Protectants)Eco-neem, household alternative to Azamax 



Beneficial 
insects

(Image: Holger Casselmann )

Presenter
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Beneficial insects are being used with some success but most of the research material relates to their use outdoors. Predatory mites are very effective for spotted mite control and can be used in situ.They could be released into green walls, that cannot readily be taken off site for treatment.We do know that they can be killed by products containing Imidacloprid, e.g. Confidor.So we need your help to invertigate these possibilities.(Image: Holger Casselmann via Wikipedia Commons)Cryptolaemus montrouzieri, common name Mealybug Ladybird or Mealybug Destroyer



Other 
products

(Image: PlantRoute)



Technology

• Automatic 
watering systems 
& sensors

• LED/Metal-halide 
lighting

• Plant selection 
databases 

• Routing software
(Image: Chalard, LLC)
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Interior plantscapers are wanting the following:Automatic watering systems and sensors2. LED/Metal-halide lightingWe need lighting with the appropriate spectrum and intensities. In particular, the correct wavelength and intensity of light to enable plants to photosynthesise effectively, stay healthy and thereby improve indoor air quality.3. Ability to purchase plants and containers online Not all interior plantscapers are necessarily calling out for more plant varieties. They would like to better connect with the plants available but find this hard to do. They want plant selection databases matching growers with customers.4. Routing software Some of these technologies are here and available but not used nearly enough.We need your help to either develop these products in a way that is suitable for interior plantscapers or to better promote those available products to our industry. (Image: Chalard, LLC)The SmartTerra ‘sunset’ is controlled remotely by an app



‘Fake’ nature?

• Fabrics
• Furniture
• Plant wares

(Image: Plant Life Balance)

Presenter
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One of the most common design considerations associated with biophilia is the desire to establish a strong visual connection with nature (Pattern #1). Whilst real nature is preferred over simulated nature, biophilic design experts claim simulated nature is better than no nature.The Plant Life Balance Trend Report predicts the growth of wallpaper botanicsWalls are an opportunity to show creativity, a blank canvas ready to transform. Ba  Botanical prints are already being used on fabrics, e.g. cushion covers, table clothes, upholstery, etc.And dare I say it? If you really can’t put in a living plant because a space is too dark, some proponents of biophilic design even suggest that it is okay to put in a fake plant! But remember they won’t give you the indoor air quality benefits of a real one.Reference/sBrowning, WD, Ryan, CO & Clancy, JO 2014, 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design, Terrapin Bright Green LLC / New YorkPlant Life Balance 2020, Trend Report: 2020 Plant Predictions



Where to from 
here?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://thegreenmandiary.blogspot.com/2010/03/when-why-what-how.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wouldn’t it be great to see the same amount of ‘love’ for these plants on LinkedIn as we see on Instagram?How do we get people to brag about their Work Plants as much as they do about their House Plants?Well we need your help to make them want to do this …



Take home messages …
• Interesting plant varieties … in volume
• Planters that are watertight, sub-irrigated, available in cooler shapes 
made from natural materials

• Green walls that ‘breath’ and can be mobile
• Substrates that enable root zone bacteria to do their work
• Pest & disease control to keep plants AND humans healthy
• Technology to water and feed plants in between service visits

Plant Life Balance program specifically targeting the 
workplace?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ObjectivesIndoor plants (greenlife in general) in workspaces can help to:Improve indoor air quality Reduce work leave absencesRaise work performance and satisfactionRestore attention spansLift mood statesIn order to do this, these plants need to be cared for by qualified professionals. However, interior plantscapers are challenged to do more in this space givenThe time between scheduled maintenance visits (Remember 14, 21 and 28 day cycles)Their ability to source suitable plant stock in appropriate volumesYou and the Greenlife Industry can help interior plantscapers to better realise the benefits of indoor plants in workplaces by providing more suitable:Plant varieties (in volume)PlantersGreen wallsSubstratesTechnology Other? Plant Life Balance program specifically targeting the workplace? 



The final word(s) …

We welcome collaboration to 
achieve these outcomes

Win 1 year’s free 
membership of the Interior 
Plantscape Association!

(Image: Plant Life Balance)
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Interior Plantscape AssociationI will be around the conference and I have material if anyone would like to know more about IPA. We are keen to collaborate with other industry associations and businesses.PLUS: Hand in your business card to me to go into the draw to win one year’s FREE membership of IPA.All who enter are also eligible to receive a discounted membership offer (save $100 for the year)  University of Technology SydneyDr Torpy and Dr Irga also welcome industry collaboration.Find out about their latest project: DIY laneway greening – simplifying vertical greening at a community level (GC17002) at the Hort Innovation stand or visit http://itstimetogrowup.com.au/



Thanks go to …
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ContributorsInterior Plantscape AssociationElaine Tunn, Chief Executive OfficerJohan Hodgson, Ambius Australia (Treasurer)Karen Smith, Hort Journal Australia (President)Ludovic Vilbert, Inwardout StudioNerida Hills, Nerida’s Interior Plantscaping Peter Dolley, IEQ Sharon Prater, Advance PlantsUniversity of Technology SydneyDr Fraser Torpy, Director of the Plants and Environmental Quality Research Group, Faculty of Science, University of Technology SydneyDr Peter Irga, Post Doctoral Research Associate, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Technology SydneyAustraliaAngie Thomas, Horticulture Consultant, YatesBen Peacock, Republic of EveryoneDenis Crawford, Graphic ScienceSteve Falcioni, Organic Crop ProtectantsStuart Swaddling, PlantRouteInternationalJessica Pinette, Plantasia Design Inc., USAJodi Stumpf, Growing Green, USAKate Clary, Director of Strategic Communications, Florida Nursery, Growers and Landscape Association, USAKathy Fediw, Johnson Fediw Associates (retired), USAMarc Custers, European Interior Landscaping Organisation (EILO), HollandMeagan Nace, Program Development Specialist, AmericanHort, USAPierre-Antoine Thévenin, Conseiller technique, Union Nationale des Entreprises du Paysage [UNEP], FrancePierre Darmet, Head of Marketing and Development, Les Jardins de Gally, France
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